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Randy Alcorn Books
No author in history has more material in print than Charles Spurgeon. In what is
sure to become an instant classic, bestselling author Alcorn has compiled the most
profound spiritual insights on the topic of eternity from Spurgeon's sermons and
arranged them into an easily accessible, highly inspirational devotional format.
The best-selling author of Heaven paints a realistic picture of who God is and what
God is doing in the world, encouraging believers to share their faith more clearly
and genuinely in a world filled with pain and fear.
ECPA 2020 Christian Book Award Finalist! Wouldn’t it be great if we could do
what pleases God, helps others, and is best for us—at the same time? Can we live
the good life without being selfish? In Giving Is the Good Life, bestselling author
Randy Alcorn teaches life-changing biblical principles of generosity and tells
stories of people who have put those radical principles into practice. Each story is
a practical application that can help stimulate your imagination and expand your
dreams of serving Jesus in fresh ways. These real-life models give you not just
words to remember but footprints to follow. Giving Is the Good Life reveals a
grander view of God and generosity—one that stretches far beyond our
imagination and teaches us what the good life is really all about.
This workbook provides six weeks of interactive Bible study with a group leader
guide in the back.
Randy Alcorn, best-selling author of The Treasure Principle, makes a clear,
compelling case for an underemphasized scriptural principle: that believers will
receive differing rewards in heaven depending on their actions and choices here
on earth. Taken mainly from excerpts of Money, Possessions, and Eternity, The
Law of Rewards shows how our faith determines our eternal destination but our
behavior determines our eternal rewards. The Law of Rewards is published in
association with Generous Giving, Inc., a ministry of The Maclellan Foundation,
which offers practical tools and events designed to transform hearts and minds for
revolutionary generosity.
Lord Foulgrin's Letters
The Purity Principle
Faith in the Midst of Suffering and Evil
If God Is Good: Why Do We Hurt?
The Ishbane Conspiracy
Ninety Days of God's Goodness

A soul-stirring story of two college friends who reconnect after 20 years.
One is living life apart from God in comfortable corporate America while the
other is living for Christ under intense persecution in China.
In bestseller after bestseller, Randy Alcorn has held readers spellbound
with fast-paced, gripping fiction infused with eternal themes. Now, he
responds to the widespread hunger for more insight on this subject with a
straightforward, real-life look at heaven, rewards, and how to live in light
of eternity. The deepest longing of your heart is for one person and one
place. Jesus is that person. Heaven is that place. A thousand counterfeits
vie for your attention, trying to convince you that they are what you're
looking for. But you'll never find true satisfaction with what this world has
to offer. What you really crave can only be found in the land of substance:
Heaven. In Light of Eternity will grip your soul and open your eyes to the
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realities of Heaven. Far from boring, Heaven promises to be an exhilarating
adventure in which every chapter is better than the one before. With clear
biblical teaching and illustrative stories and reflections, Alcorn shows how
your life today will impact the eternal reality that awaits you. Let this book
guide you into discovering how wonderful your eternal future will be--and
what you can do now to prepare for it.
Why should we care about heaven? -- What is heaven like? -- When does a
person go to heaven? -- Where is heaven? -- Who goes to heaven?
The encouragement we crave—when we’re most in need Out of the deepest
hurts of the human condition, Randy Alcorn brings into clear focus our most
pressing questions about evil and suffering—including those that wrench
our souls when we or someone we love is victimized by evil or assaulted by
disease. He faces these questions with seasoned sensitivity, skillful insight,
and a heart of compassion. He dodges none of the difficulties, and never
lapses into platitudes, hand-wringing, or oversimplification. On this
troubling but inescapable topic, you’ll find frank acknowledgment of the
inherent limitations that set humanity apart from the God who has none.
There’s also generous, real encouragement that brings God nearer in our
understanding when we need His comfort the most. And amid our heavy
doubts and swirling confusion on this topic, Randy Alcorn points us
ultimately toward Jesus as “the only answer bigger than the questions.”
It’s time to fire up your imagination and rekindle a desire for Heaven in
your heart! Brimming with verses, quotes, and selected passages on the
topic of Heaven, the New Earth, and life after death, Eternal Perspectives is
the most comprehensive collection of quotations about Heaven ever
compiled. Pulling from noted authors, scholars, and theologians such as
C.S. Lewis, Charles Spurgeon, Jonathan Edwards, Alister McGrath, Martin
Luther, Augustine, Max Lucado, Philip Yancey, D. L. Moody, Dallas Willard,
and countless others, Eternal Perspectives is the ultimate resource for
anyone looking for inspirational quotes and passages on the topic of
Heaven. Whether you choose to skip around or read the volume straight
through, these profound and enlightening insights will help you draw closer
to the One who made you for himself, and deepen your desire for the place
he is making for you, and where he wants to live with you throughout
eternity.
The Unexpected Path to Purpose and Joy
Heaven
Assurance of Purpose in the Midst of Suffering
Responding with Christlike Balance
A Biblical Guide
The Goodness of God
This is a companion study guide to Randy Alcorn's best-selling Heaven. The Heaven Study
Guide is designed to facilitate group discussion, but can also be used for individual study. The
study guide is divided up into chapters that correlate with the chapters in Heaven. The
Heaven Study Guide features more than 200 thought-provoking questions. You'll find helpful
excerpts and Scripture references. The guide provides an easy-to-use workbook format that
allows you to write directly in the book, plus additional space for study notes.
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Jesus spent more time talking about money and possessions than about heaven and hell
combined. But too often weve overlooked or misunderstood his most profound teaching on
this topic, from his words in Matthew 6. Far from discouraging his followers from pursuing
treasure, Jesus offers us life-changing investment advice. He actually wants us to store up
treasures for ourselvesjust not here on earth. Instead, he urges us to store our treasure in
heaven, where they will await us, and last forever. We cant take it with usbut we can send it
on ahead! The revolutionary concept of The Treasure Principle has transformed how millions
view giving. This Revised and Updated edition features a new chapter plus a bonus section
addressing frequently asked questions about how to live generously in everyday life.
Experience for yourself how the joy of giving can make your life richer, starting today.
In a language kids can understand, Randy Alcorn explores Biblical answers to the questions
kids often have about heaven. As in the adult title, Heaven, he addresses the difference
between the present Heaven, where we go when we die, and the New Earth, where we will live
forever with Jesus after he returns. Intended for kids age 8-12, Heaven for Kids is sure to be
an excellent resource for families, especially those in which the parents have read the adult
title and wish to pass on that same level of understanding to their children. The book features
ten chapters of questions, and answers based on scripture and written in a style relevant to
today's kids. The book also has a summary of the Gospel for those who want to be sure they
are going to Heaven someday. Randy encourages kids to live in Light of Heaven.
Who wants to settle for fleeting treasures on earth . . . when God offers everlasting treasures
in heaven? Its time to rethink our perspectives on money and possessions. In this thoroughly
researched classic, Randy Alcorn shows us how to view these things accuratelyas Gods
provision for our good, the good of others, and his glory. Alcorn presents a biblical and
comprehensive view of money and possessions, including the following: Why is money so
important to God? Is prosperity theology right or wrong? How can we be liberated from
materialism? What should we do about debt? How much does God want us to give? How can
we best help the poor and reach the lost? What about gambling? Investing? Insurance?
Saving? Retirement? Inheritance? How can we leave our children a true heritage? How can we
use money in ways that God rewards? This practical and refreshing theology of money
contains topical and Scripture indexes, a study guide, and five helpful appendices.
Jillian is picture-perfect on the outside, but terrified of getting hurt on the inside. Brittany is a
tough girl who trusts almost no one. Ian is a successful athlete who dabbles in the occult. And
Rob is a former gang-banger who struggles with guilt, pain, and a newfound faith in God.
These four college students will face the ultimate battle between good and evil in a single
year. As spiritual warfare rages around them, a dramatic demonic correspondence takes
place. Readers can eavesdrop on the enemy, and learn to stave off their own defeat, by
reading The Ishbane Conspiracy.
Hand in Hand
We Shall See God
The Official Study Guide Video Series Digital Video
God's Safeguards for Life's Dangerous Trails
The Law of Rewards
Charles Spurgeon's Classic Devotional Thoughts on Heaven
God cares a great deal more about our money than most of us imagine.
The sheer enormity of Scripture’s teaching on this subject screams
for our attention. In fact, Jesus says more about how we are to view
and handle money and possessions than about any other topic—including
both heaven and hell. In Managing God's Money, Randy Alcorn breaks
down exactly what the Bible has to say about how we are to handle our
money and posessions in a simple, easy-to-follow format. Filled with
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Scripture references, Managing God's Money is the perfect reference
tool for anyone who is interested in gaining a solid biblical
understanding of money, possessions, and eternity.
For those times when we’re wounded by broken trust, assaulted by
disease, or victimized by evil—or when we’re crushed to see such
things happen to people we love—Randy Alcorn offers something solid
to hold onto: God's love. In this specially focused condensation of
Alcorn’s If God Is Good…: Faith in the Midst of Suffering and Evil,
we’re continually guided into a deeper glimpse of God’s loving ways
and higher purposes—the very things we’re often most blinded to
whenever we battle pain and anguish. Alcorn avoids superficial or
sentimental responses, and instead presses forward boldly to explore
all the troubling doubts and questions that agitate within us when we
confront suffering and evil. The issues are far from simple, the
answers far from easy—but Alcorn shows how the way of suffering—a
path that Jesus himself followed more than anyone else—can ultimately
become a journey into wholeness and even logic-defying joy.
Over 1 Million Copies Sold! Have you ever wondered . . . ? What is
Heaven really going to be like? What will we look like? What will we
do every day? Won’t Heaven get boring after a while? We all have
questions about what Heaven will be like, and after twenty-five years
of extensive research, Dr. Randy Alcorn has the answers. In the most
comprehensive and definitive book on Heaven to date, Randy invites
you to picture Heaven the way Scripture describes it—a bright,
vibrant, and physical New Earth, free from sin, suffering, and death,
and brimming with Christ’s presence, wondrous natural beauty, and the
richness of human culture as God intended it. This is a book about
real people with real bodies enjoying close relationships with God
and each other, eating, drinking, working, playing, traveling,
worshiping, and discovering on a New Earth. Earth as God created it.
Earth as he intended it to be. The next time you hear someone say,
“We can’t begin to image what Heaven will be like,” you’ll be able to
tell them, “I can.” “Other than the Bible itself, this may well be
the single most life-changing book you’ll ever read.” —Stu Weber
“This is the best book on Heaven I’ve ever read.” —Rick Warren “Randy
Alcorn’s thorough mind and careful pen have produced a treasury about
Heaven that will inform my own writing for years to come.” —Jerry B.
Jenkins “Randy does an awesome job of answering people’s toughest
questions about what lies on the other side of death.” —Joni
Eareckson Tada About the Author Randy Alcorn is an author and the
founder and director of Eternal Perspective Ministries, a nonprofit
ministry dedicated to teaching principles of God’s Word and assisting
the church in ministering to unreached, unfed, unborn, uneducated,
unreconciled, and unsupported people around the world. A New York
Times bestselling author of over 50 books, including Heaven, The
Treasure Principle, If God Is Good, Happiness, and the award-winning
novel Safely Home, his books sold exceed eleven million copies and
have been translated into over seventy languages. Randy resides in
Oregon with his wife, Nanci.
Have You Ever Wondered . . . What will Heaven look like? Will I
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recognize my family and friends? Will childhood pets be there? We all
have questions about what Heaven will be like, and now the answers
are right at your fingertips! Inspired by Randy Alcorn’s million-copy
bestseller, Heaven, this beautiful little book provides solid,
biblically based answers to more than 100 questions about God,
Heaven, angels, and eternity. So if you’ve ever wondered if Heaven is
for real—the answer is yes! In fact, you won’t believe how real it
actually is.
"A compelling manifesto by the bestselling author of" Heaven "Why ProLife?" offers factual answers to the central issues of the abortion
debate in a concise, non-abrasive way. Infused with grace and
compassion, and grounded in medical science and psychological
studies, Randy Alcorn presents a solid case for defending both unborn
children and their mothers. Chapters such as, "What Makes a Human
Life 'Meaningful, '" "Is Abortion Really a Women's Rights Issue," and
"How Can I Help Unborn Babies and Their Mothers" help readers to look
at the many sides of this polarizing issue. For those on the fence in
the midst of the abortion debate, this book will be a great resource
as it clearly and thoroughly examines the pro-life position. For
those who are pro-life already, this book is an encouragement to be
intelligently and graciously informed.
A Memoir of Loss and Redemption
Unlocking the Secret of Joyful Giving
Heaven Study Guide
A Novel
Reflections That Bring Eternity to Light
Tell Me about Heaven

Reflections that bring eternity to light.
Daily Assurance in the Face of Life’s Hardest Struggles When life throws
challenges at us, our view of God’s presence can become cloudy. If God is
good, why is there so much evil and suffering? In times of hardship, it’s
easy to lose sight of God’s purpose, goodness, and love. 90 Days of God’s
Goodness helps disperse the fog—little by little, discovery by discovery,
day by day. Through these thoughtful, inspiring devotional readings,
bestselling author Randy Alcorn brings clarity to the question of God’s
goodness. For anyone who’s ever suffered, or shared in a loved one’s
suffering…or for anyone who’s ever been painfully distressed by the
prevalent evil in this world…90 Days of God’s Goodness opens a wide door
to healing and the reassurance of a God whose love we can count on and
always turn to.
Gently guides adults and children to see what the Bible really has to say
about Heaven and those who live there.
Foulgrin, a high-ranking demon, instructs his subordinate on how to
deceive and destroy Jordan Fletcher and his family.
Imagine Being Pulled Into the Hereafter. While You’re Still Alive. A
disillusioned business executive whose life has hit a dead-end, Nick
Seagrave has lost loved ones to tragedy and his family to neglect. Now, at
a point of great crisis, he unbelievably and inexplicably finds himself
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transported to what appears to be another world. Suddenly he’s confronted
with profoundly clear views of his own past and personality. At the same
time, he’s enabled to see, hear, taste, and smell the realities of both
heaven and hell–realities that force him to face dangers and trials far
greater than any he’s known before. Pitted against flying beasts, a
monstrous web that threatens to hold him captive, an evil, brooding
intelligence, and undeniable evidence of a spiritual world, Nick must finally
consider the God he claims not to believe in. Walking between two worlds,
Nick Seagrave prepares to make decisions that will change his life forever,
as he stands on the Edge of Eternity.
Safely Home
50 Days of Heaven
A Collection of Quotations on Heaven, the New Earth, and Life after Death
Eternal Perspectives
A Little Boy's Astounding Story of His Trip to Heaven and Back :
Conversation Guide
Heaven for Kids
Jake is a journalist who commonly slams conservative Christians, but when he and his best
friends Doc and Finney get into a car accident, and he receives an anonymous note saying it
wasn't an accident, he begins to rethink his attitude
For thirty years Randy Alcorn has been encouraging people-young and old-to pursue the
rewards of sexual purity. Too often we settle for a compromised Christianity that's just a
baptized version of the world's sad existence, rather than the abundant life to which God calls
us. This book deals with - raising children to embrace sexual purity - providing an example of
purity in the home - protecting purity in dating (at any age) - and maintaining purity in marriage.
Biblical, practical, and concise, The Purity Principle is a one-stop handbook for individuals,
families and churches. Some people have given up on purity. Some have never tried.
Bestselling author Randy Alcorn shows us why, in this culture of impurity, the stakes are so
high—and what we can do to experience the freedom of purity. Impurity will always destroy us;
purity always leads to higher pleasures! Choose wisely. Let the insights of this amazing
book—written for old and young, married and single—help you gain your footing on the path to
truly lasting joy.
Accompanying the official study guide to bestselling author Randy Alcorn's book Heaven, this
video series sets the tone for study, reflection, and response to biblical truths that give us
peace for today and hope for tomorrow. Through viewing these six video sessions, participants
will Learn to identify and understand some of the significant biblical texts on Heaven. Take time
to focus on the hope of Heaven through worship music and reflection. Cultivate an eternal
perspective that will offer peace in today's circumstances. Whether you are grieving the loss of
a loved one, longing for peace in a troubled world, or simply curious about your future, Heaven:
The Official Study Guide Video Series will help you prepare to dig into what the Bible says
about the eternal home God has prepared for His children.
Christians are supposed to be happy. In fact, we are supposed to radiate joy, peace, and
contentment that is so unmistakable and so attractive that others are naturally drawn to us
because they want what we have. And yet, in today's culture, the vast majority of Christians
are perceived as angry, judgmental people who don't seem to derive any joy from life
whatsoever. So why aren't we happy? Unfortunately, many Christians are taught early on that
God doesn't want us to be happy (he wants us to be holy). In fact, many Christians are laboring
under the false notion that God himself is not happy. But nothing could be further from the
truth! God does want us to be happy. The Bible is filled with verses that prove that ours is a
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happy, joy-filled God who not only loves celebrations but also desperately wants his children to
be happy. Why else would He go to the lengths He did to ensure our eternal happiness in His
presence? We know that we will experience unimaginable joy and happiness in Heaven, but
that doesn't mean we can't also experience joy and happiness here on earth. In Happiness,
noted theologian Randy Alcorn dispels centuries of misconceptions about happiness and
provides indisputable proof that God not only wants us to be happy, He commands it. The
most definitive study on the subject of happiness to date, this book is a paradigm-shifting wakeup call for the church and Christians everywhere.
If God is sovereign, how can I be free to choose? But if God is not sovereign, how can he be
God? Is it possible to reconcile God's sovereignty with human choice? This is one of the most
perplexing theological questions. It's also one of the most personal. In hand in Hand, Randy
Alcorn says that the traditional approach to this debate has often diminished our trust in God
and his purposes. Instead of making a one-sided argument from select verses, Alcorn
examines the question in light of all Scripture. By exploring what the whole Bible says about
divine sovereignty and human choice, hand in Hand helps us... · Carefully and honestly
examine the different views on this issue · Gain a deeper understanding of God · Appreciate
God's design in providing us the freedom of meaningful choice · See the value in better
understanding what we cannot fully understand · Learn how to communicate about the issue in
clear and compassionate ways · More fully experience the unity Christ intends for his Church A
careful guide through Scripture, hand in Hand shows us why God's sovereignty and meaningful
human choice work together in a beautiful way. Includes small-group discussion questions.
The Treasure Principle
Giving what you can't keep to gain what you can't lose.
Radically Pursuing Each Other in Light of Christ's Relentless Love
Fierce Marriage
Wait Until Then
In Light of Eternity

The astonishing, Job-like story of how an existence filled with loss, suffering, questioning, and
anger became a life filled with shocking and incomprehensible peace and joy. Vaneetha Risner
contracted polio as an infant, was misdiagnosed, and lived with widespread paralysis. She lived in
and out of the hospital for ten years and, after each stay, would return to a life filled with
bullying. When she became a Christian, though, she thought things would get easier, and they did:
carefree college days, a dream job in Boston, and an MBA from Stanford where she met and
married a classmate. But life unraveled. Again. She had four miscarriages. Her son died because
of a doctor's mistake. And Vaneetha was diagnosed with post-polio syndrome, meaning she
would likely become a quadriplegic. And then her husband betrayed her and moved out, leaving
her to raise two adolescent daughters alone. This was not the abundant life she thought God had
promised her. But, as Vaneetha discovered, everything she experienced was designed to draw her
closer to Christ as she discovered "that intimacy with God in suffering can be breathtakingly
beautiful."
When a university professor is found murdered, a brilliant and quick-witted homicide detective,
Ollie Chandler, suspects the murderer could be a fellow homicide detective, but as Ollie probes
deeper, another detective is murdered. Reprint.
What will Heaven be like? Randy Alcorn presents a thoroughly biblical answer, based on years of
careful study. His conclusions will surprise readers and stretch their thinking about this important
subject.
Bestselling author Randy Alcorn uncovers the revolutionary key to spiritual transformation:
joyful giving! Jesus' life-changing formula guarantees not only kingdom impact, but immediate
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pleasure and eternal rewards.
Christians trying to model their lives after Jesus may find that He gets buried under lists, rules,
and formulas. Now bestselling author Randy Alcorn offers a simple two-point checklist for
Christlikeness based on John 1:14. The test consists of balancing grace and truth, equally and
unapologetically. Grace without truth deceives people, and ceases to be grace. Truth without
grace crushes people, and ceases to be truth. Alcorn shows the reader how to show the world
Jesus -- offering grace instead of the world's apathy and tolerance, offering truth instead of the
world's relativism and deception. Grace or Truth…or Both? Truth without grace breeds selfrighteousness and crushing legalism. Grace without truth breeds deception and moral
compromise. Is it possible to embrace both in balance? Jesus did. Randy Alcorn offers a simple
yet profound two-point checklist of Christlikeness. “In the end,” says Alcorn, “we don’t need
grace or truth. We need grace and truth. And for people to see Jesus in us, they must see both.”
Managing God's Money
If God Is Good
Perspectives on Heaven
Deadline
Dominion
Why Pro-Life?

Nathan loves baseball, but his spina bifida means he will spend his life in a
wheelchair, which makes him sad until he learns from his grandfather that one
day, Jesus will return to Earth and he will be able to run bases like other children.
Discover how the joy of giving can make your life richer, starting today.
Bestselling author Randy Alcorn introduced readers to a revolution in material
freedom and radical generosity with the release of the original The Treasure
Principle in 2001. Now the revision to the compact, perennial bestseller includes
a provocative new concluding chapter depicting God asking a believer questions
about his stewardship over material resources. Jesus spent more time talking
about money and possessions than about heaven and hell combined. But too
often we’ve overlooked or misunderstood his most profound teaching on this
topic, from his words in Matthew 6. Jesus offers us life-changing investment
advice. He actually wants us to store up treasures for ourselves—just not here on
earth. Instead, he urges us to store our treasure in heaven, where they will await
us, and last forever. We can’t take it with us—but we can send it on ahead!
Readers are moved from the realms of thoughtful Bible exposition into the highly
personal arena of everyday life. Because when Jesus told His followers to “lay
up for yourselves treasures in heaven,” He intended that they discover an
astounding secret: how joyful giving brings God maximum glory and His children
maximum pleasure. In The Treasure Principle, you’ll unearth a radical teaching
of Jesus—a secret wrapped up in giving. Once you discover this secret, life will
never look the same. And you won’t want it to be. “Supercharged with stunning,
divine truth! Lightning struck over and over as I read it.” - John Piper, Senior
Pastor, Bethlehem Baptist Church, Minneapolis
Sweet Revenge? When two senseless killings hit close to home, columnist
Clarence Abernathy seeks revenge for the murders—and, ultimately, answers to
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his own struggles regarding race and faith. After being dragged into the world of
inner-city gangs and racial conflict, Clarence is encouraged by fellow columnist
Jake Woods to forge an unlikely partnership with a redneck homicide detective.
Soon the two find themselves facing dark forces, while unseen eyes watch from
above. This re-release of Randy Alcorn’s powerful bestseller spins off from
Deadline and offers a fascinating glimpse inside heaven. Can One Man’s Search
for Justice Stand Up to the Forces of Evil Threatening to Destroy Him? A
shocking murder drags black newspaper columnist Clarence Abernathy into the
disorienting world of inner-city gangs and racial conflict. In a desperate hunt for
answers to the violence (and to his own struggles with race and faith), Clarence
forges an unlikely partnership with redneck detective Ollie Chandler. Despite their
differences, Clarence and Ollie soon find themselves sharing the same mission:
victory over the forces of darkness vying for dominion. Filled with insight—and with
characters so real you’ll never forget them—Dominion is a dramatic story of
spiritual searching, racial reconciliation, and hope. I don’t know when I have read
a novel that affected me so profoundly. Randy Alcorn has combined a superb
mystery/detective story with a lesson in racial relations in America, gang
dynamics and symbols, Christian values, and spiritual warfare. —Dave Kirby, Troy
(Alabama) Broadcasting Corporation Even better than its predecessor…Alcorn’s
writing remains top-notch. —Sean Taylor, CBA Marketplace READER’S GUIDE
INCLUDED Story Behind the Book Randy Alcorn thoroughly researched his
characters, spending time in the inner city with homicide and gang detectives to
better create the scenes for this bestselling novel. He set the story in his
hometown of Portland, Oregon, and the main character, Clarence Abernathy, is a
black journalist whose unforgettable father played baseball in the old Negro
Leagues. Randy has received many letters from readers who assume he is
African American due to his accurate portrayals of racial issues.
Based on Alcorn's bestselling book "Heaven," this work contains the answers to
literally hundreds of questions about heaven, eternity, and the New Earth, in a
conveniently organized format.
Ryan and Selena Frederick were newlyweds when they landed in Switzerland to
pursue Selena's dream of training horses. Neither of them knew at the time that
Ryan was living out a death sentence brought on by a worsening genetic heart
defect. Soon it became clear he needed major surgery that could either save his
life--or result in his death on the operating table. The young couple prepared for
the worst. When Ryan survived, they both realized that they still had a future
together. But the near loss changed the way they saw all that would lie ahead.
They would live and love fiercely, fighting for each other and for a Christ-centered
marriage, every step of the way. Fierce Marriage is their story, but more than
that, it is a call for married couples to put God first in their relationship, to
measure everything they do and say to each other against what Christ did for
them, and to see marriage not just as a relationship they should try to keep
healthy but also as one worth fighting for in every situation. With the gospel as
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their foundation, Ryan and Selena offer hope and practical help for common
struggles in marriage, including communication problems, sexual frustration,
financial stress, family tension, screen-time disconnection, and unrealistic
expectations.
Giving Is the Good Life
Edge of Eternity
Everything You Always Wanted to Know about Heaven
The Grace and Truth Paradox
Deception
Safely HomeTyndale House Publishers, Inc.
Walking Through Fire
The Beauty of God's Sovereignty and Meaningful Human Choice
Money, Possessions, and Eternity
Happiness
Heaven is for Real
Daily Reflections That Shine Light on Personal Darkness
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